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WoolWench goes LIVE
Did you ever have a secret? One you kept
for ages, that only a few special people
knew along with you, and then one day,
you could tell the world! That is what is
going to happen for me tomorrow! For
what seems like ages, yet at the same
time, no time, I have been playing with
this secret, the THING that Majacraft is
making and launching TOMORROW
during our very first FiberyGoodness
livestream!

www.WoolWench.com

Thank you for
subscribing to my
newsletters! I hope you
enjoy them. If you have
any requests for future
newsletter topics please
feel free to contact

!

Arlene (SpinArtiste), Andy (Majacraft)
and I are going to be talking about our
theme - ‘Community’ - for the lifestream,
and I feel very honoured to have been
able to enjoy some of this community
and cooperative creativity with the
wonderful people at Majacraft, and have
some input into the development and
testing of this new product which will
launch tomorrow with this live broadcast.
I LOVE the thing! and I am sure lots of
other people will too. And I can’t say any
more than that until tomorrow, during the
livestream!

!

I CAN tell you the lifestream airs at THIS
LOCATION at 7pm EST. It will remain
available after the broadcast for anyone
who might miss it live.

!

In the meantime, in this newsletter I
wanted to share one of the new ‘ply
recipe tutorials’ I am currently
developing, I hope you enjoy it!

!

WoolWench Handspun Yarns and Fibers. www.Woolwench.com suzy@woolwench.com

PLY RECIPE - MINI TUTORIAL

Bubble
Bumps
!
WoolWench

Bubble Bumps
Basically a chain plied yarn, made with the following steps
Two very bulky Z spun singles (in this example I used a hand
painted roving split in two, one half for each single)
Spiral ply each bulky single with a thread in the S direction, by
holding the thread straight towards you and the bulky single in
your other hand at about a 40 degree angle, to ‘spiral’ around the
thinner thread. Be sure to over-ply it to create lots of extra twist.
Ply these two two-plies together, allowing the extra twist of the
previous ply to ‘link’ the cable together and balance out in the yarn.

!

WoolWench Handspun Yarns and Fibers. www.woolwench.com www.facebook.com/woolwenchyarns
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Coming up!

This year I have been invited to be the
‘main event’ at the amazing SWAY Guild
Festival in Florida! I am thrilled to bits to
be able to participate in this event.
Can you join us too?! It will be my first visit

Circular weaving! Ever since we set off on the Journey to the
Golden Fleece adventures, I have been messing around with my
circular loom, and I have been developing some pretty cool tips and
tricks to share. Tutorials coming up! You can get your own circular
loom from your nearest Majacraft dealer, trust me, they are more
fun than a fun thing!
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to the USA, and I have a ‘first time’ treat
in store for participants in this
weekend workshop!
Click HERE for signup!

!
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